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h-nucleus interactions and in-medium properties ofN* „1535… in chiral models
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The properties ofh-nucleus interaction and their experimental consequences are investigated withh-nucleus
optical potentials obtained by postulating theN* (1535) dominance forh-N system. TheN* (1535) properties
in the nuclear medium are evaluated by two kinds of chiral effective models based on distinct pictures of
N* (1535). We find that these two models provide qualitatively different optical potentials of theh meson,
reflecting the in-medium properties ofN* (1535) in these models. In order to compare these models in physical
observables, we calculate spectra of (d,3He) reactions for theh mesic nucleus formation with various kinds of
target nuclei. We show that the (d,3He) spectra obtained in these models are significantly different and are
expected to be distinguishable in experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the in-medium hadron properties is one
the most interesting subjects in nuclear physics and has
tracted continuous attention for decades. Historically, sev
kinds of hadron-nucleus bound systems were investiga

such as pionic atoms, kaonic atoms, andp̄ atoms@1#. Re-
cently, the interests and importance of this field have b
much increased due to both theoretical and experimenta
velopments.

One of the important progresses in theoretical aspec
the new concept of partial restoration of chiral symmetry@2#,
in which a reduction of the order parameter of the chi
phase transition takes place in finite density and causes
modifications of the hadron properties. The developmen
the chiral effective theories enables us to discuss in-med
properties of hadrons in the viewpoint of chiral symmetry.
this context, hadronic bound systems have been investig
in various chiral models for pionic atoms@3,4#, kaonic
atoms/nuclei@5#, andh andv mesic nuclei@6–9#.

Experimentally, the establishment of the (d,3He) spec-
troscopies in the formation of the deeply bound pionic at
opens new possibilities to form various kinds of hadro
nucleus bound systems, which are not accessible by the
dard x-ray spectroscopies, and to investigate the bound s
quite precisely. Originally the (d,3He) reaction was studied
theoretically@10# as one of the proper methods to form t
deeply bound pionic states@11#, and later proved to be a
powerful tool experimentally@12#. Using the (d,3He) reac-
tions the deeply bound pionic 1s states were observe
clearly and the binding energies and widths were determi
precisely@3,12,13#. This method can be generalized to for
other hadron-nucleus bound systems@6,14,15#. An experi-
mental proposal to observe theh- andv-nucleus system by
the (d,3He) reactions at GSI has been approved already@16#.
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We investigate theh mesic nucleus in this paper. Th
special features of theh mesic nucleus are the following:~1!
the h-N system dominantly couples toN* (1535) (N* ) at
the threshold region@17#; ~2! the isoscalar particleh filters
out contamination of the isospin-3/2 excitation in the nucle
medium; and~3! as a result of thes-wave nature of the
hNN* coupling, there is no threshold suppression like t
p-wave coupling.

The dominant coupling ofhN to N* (1535) makes the use
of this channel particularly suited to investigate this res
nance and enables us to consider theh mesic nucleus as on
of the doorways to investigate the in-medium properties
N* . As shown in Ref.@6#, theh-nucleus optical potential is
extremely sensitive to the in-medium masses ofN and N*
and even its qualitative nature may change from attractiv
repulsive.

In this paper, we calculate theh-nucleus optical potentia
assuming theN* dominance inh-N system, and use the
chiral doublet models~the naive and mirror models! @18,19#
and the chiral unitary model@8# to calculate the in-medium
modification ofN* . These models are based on quite diffe
ent pictures ofN* . In the chiral doublet model, theN and
N* form a multiplet of the chiral group. In Refs.@20,21#, a
reduction of the mass difference of theN and N* in the
nuclear medium is found in the chiral doublet model. On t
other hand, an investigation of theh meson properties in the
nuclear medium within a chiral unitary approach has be
also reported@8#. There N* is introduced as a resonanc
generated dynamically from meson-baryon scattering. Si
this theoretical framework is quite different from the chir
doublet model, it is interesting to compare the consequen
of these ‘‘chiral’’ models forN* andh mesic nucleus.

For this purpose we calculate the (d,3He) spectra for vari-
ous cases and show the numerical results. We find the
nificant differences for the spectra and can expect to dis
guish the models from the experimental observables. S
the optical potential forh predicted with the chiral double
model may change its nature from attractive to repulsive
higher nuclear densities, we even consider theh bound sys-
tems for unstable nuclei which are known to have lo

in
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density halo structure in some nuclides. We would like
emphasize that we have possibilities to deduce theh-nucleus
optical potential information from the experiments and o
tain theN* property in the medium which has a close co
nection to theN-N* chiral dynamics.

In Sec. II, we describe theh-nucleus optical potentials
obtained in the chiral doublet model by the naive and mir
assignments and in the chiral unitary model with assum
the N* dominance inhN channel. In Sec. III, we show th
calculated (d,3He) spectra for the formation of th
h-nucleus systems. Section IV is devoted to the summa

II. CHIRAL MODELS FOR h-NUCLEUS INTERACTION

In this section, we show the formulation to calculate t
h-optical potential in a nucleus. We use the chiral mod
that incorporate chiral symmetry in a different way in ord
to evaluate the in-medium behaviors of theN* resonance.

In the recoilless (d,3He) reaction, which is proton
picking-up process, theh meson can be created in th
nucleus with small momentum. Therefore here we assu
the h meson at rest in the nucleus.

A. General features ofh-nucleus optical potential

First of all, we consider theh-nucleus optical potentia
within theN* dominance hypothesis in theh-nucleon chan-
nel as discussed in Sec. I. If we assume the Lagrangian
mulation for N* , whereN* is described as a well-define
field and its propagator is written in the Breit-Wigner form,
is shown as a general conclusion that theh-nucleus optical
potential is very sensitive to the in-medium difference of t
N andN* masses.

Considering an analogy to the isobar model for theD
resonance in thep-N system, we obtain theh-optical poten-
tial in the nuclear medium in the heavy baryon limit@7# as

Vh~v!5
gh

2

2m

r~r !

v1mN* ~r!2mN*
* ~r!1 iGN* ~s;r!/2

, ~1!

wherev denotes theh energy andm is the reduced mass o
h and the nucleus.r(r ) is the density distribution for the
nucleus. ThehNN* vertex with the coupling constantgh is
given by

LhNN* ~x!5ghN̄~x!h~x!N* ~x!1H.c., ~2!

where gh.2.0 to reproduce the partial widthGN* →hN

.75 MeV @17# at tree level. The ‘‘effective masses’’mN* (r)
and mN*

* (r) in the medium are defined as poles of th

propagators so that ReG21(p05m* ,pW 50)50. Considering
that theN* mass in free space lies only 50 MeV above t
hN threshold and that in the medium the mass difference
N andN* becomes smaller in the chiral doublet model, w
expect that there is a critical densityrc where the sign of
v1mN* 2mN*

* is getting to be positive. Then, theh-nucleus
optical potential turns to be repulsive at density aboverc .
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B. Chiral doublet model

In this section, we evaluate the effective masses ofN and
N* using the chiral doublet model with the mirror and nai
assignments in order to obtain theh-nucleus optical poten-
tial.

The chiral doublet model is an extension of the SU~2!
linears model for the nucleon sector. There are two possi
models in the chiral doublet model: the naive and mir
models@19,22#. In the latter model,N* is regarded as the
chiral partner ofN and forms a chiral multiplet together wit
N. The Lagrangian density of the chiral doublet model w
the mirror assignment is given by

L5 (
j 51,2

$N̄j i ]”Nj2gjN̄j@s1~2 ! j 21ig5tW•pW #Nj%

2m0~N̄1g5N22N̄2g5N1!, ~3!

where N1 and N2 are eigenvectors under the SU~2! chiral
transformation. This Lagrangian was proposed and inve
gated first by DeTar and Kunihiro@18#. In the mirror assign-
ment,N1 andN2 have an opposite axial charge to each oth
while they have the same charge in the ‘‘naive’’ assignme
which will be discussed later. The physicalN and N* are
expressed as a superposition ofN1 and N2 as N5cosuN1
1g5 sinuN2 and N* 52g5 sinuN11cosuN2, where tan 2u
52m0 /^s&(g11g2) @19#, in order to diagonalize the mas
terms after spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry. ThN
andN* masses are given by

mN,N*
* 5

1

2
@A~g11g2!2^s&214m0

27~g22g1!^s&# ~4!

and the coupling constant of thepNN* vertex also is given
by

gpNN* 5~g22g1!/A41@~g11g2!^s&/m0#2, ~5!

where^s& is the sigma condensate in the nuclear mediu
The parameters in the Lagrangian have been chosen so
the observables in vacuum,mN5940 MeV, mN*
51535 MeV, andGN* →pN.75 MeV, are reproduced with
^s&05 f p593 MeV, and they are obtained asg159.8, g2
516.2, andm05270 MeV @19#. It is important here that the
masses and couplings ofN andN* are constrained by chira
symmetry and are written as functions of thes condensate.
Such constraints are also observed in the chiral quartet m
for D(1232) andN(1520) withJ53/2 @23#.

Assuming partial restoration of chiral symmetry in th
nuclear medium, we parametrize thes condensate as a func
tion of the nuclear densityr as

^s&5F~r!^s&0 , ~6!

where, in the linear density approximation,F(r)51
2Cr/r0 with C50.1–0.3@24#. The parameterC represents
the strength of the chiral restoration at the nuclear satura
density r0. In the mean field approximation, the mediu
5-2
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effects may be introduced by replacing the in-vacuums con-
densate by the in-medium one. Finally the in-medium m
difference is obtained by

mN* ~r!2mN*
* ~r!5~12Cr/r0!~mN2mN* !. ~7!

As for theN* width in the medium, we consider the tw
dominant decay channels ofN* in the medium, namely
N* →pN and NN* →pNN in this calculation. The othe
decay modes are shown to be negligible in our previous
per @6#. The N* →hN channel does not contribute in th
nuclear medium due to the Pauli blocking effects on the
cayed nucleon and theN* →ppN contribution is negligibly
small in this model. The partial decay width forN* →pN is
calculated using the energy ofN* and is obtained as

Gp~s!53
gpNN*
*

4p

EN1mN*

As
q, ~8!

whereEN and q are the energy and the momentum of t
final nucleon on the mass shell in the rest frame ofN* ,
respectively. Similarly, we estimate theNN* →pNN process
within this model following the formulation of Ref.@7#:

GN* N→pNN~s! ~9!

53b2S gpNN

2mN*
D 2

rE dp1p1
3

3E dp2

~2p!3p2

mN*

v2

2pW 1
212mN* ~As2v22mN* !

F S p1
2

2mN*
D 2

2p1
22mp

2 G2

3F~p1 ,p2!, ~10!

wherep1 (v1) andp2 (v2) are pion momenta~energies! and
F is the phase space variable defined in Ref.@7#. We define
b as

b5
g1m0

^s&mN* ~mN*
* 1mN* !

x, ~11!

with the effective coupling ofppNN* throughs meson in
this model, which isx;1.29. This contribution is estimate
to be typically 15 MeV at the saturation density, although
depends on theh energy and theC parameter. We include
this channel in the present calculation.

We also mention the naive assignment case in the ch
doublet model. The Lagrangian density for the naive ass
ment is given by

L5 (
j 51,2

@N̄j i ]”Nj1ajN̄j~s1 ig5tW•pW !Nj #

1a3$N̄2~g5s1 i tW•pW !N12N̄1~g5s1 i tW•pW !N2%,

~12!
03520
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whereaj ( j 51,2,3) are the coupling constants. In the phy
cal base, the masses of theN andN* are given by

mN,N*
* 5

^s&
2

@A~a11a2!214a3
27~a12a2!#. ~13!

The details of this model are discussed in Ref.@19#. As seen
in Eq. ~13!, the mass difference ofN andN* is expressed as
a linear function of̂ s&, which has exactly the same form a
the mirror assignment case in Eq.~7!. Therefore, as shown
later, the general behavior of theh-optical potential obtained
with the naive model is similar to that of the mirror mode
since, essentially, theN-N* mass difference is responsib
for the qualitative change of the optical potential from attra
tive to repulsive in Eq.~1!.

As for theN* width in the medium, the two decay chan
nelsN* →pN andNN* →pNN are considered in the sam
manner as in the mirror assignment case. In the naive ass
ment, thesNN* coupling vanishes under a diagonalizatio
of the mass matrix. Hence, we consider additional ter
given in Ref.@21#, which describe quadratic meson-baryo
interaction including theppNN* coupling to calculate the
width.

C. Chiral unitary model

We explain briefly another type of chiral model for baryo
resonances, the chiral unitary approach@8,25#, which is also
used to describe theN* resonance in the nuclear mediu
and to obtain theh-nucleus interaction. In this approach,
coupled channel Bethe-Salpeter equation for the mes
baryon scatterings is solved in vacuum, andN* is generated
dynamically as a resonance, contrary to the chiral dou
model, where theN* field appears in the Lagrangian explic
itly as explained in the preceding section.

To include the nuclear medium effects@8#, they take into
account the Pauli blocking of the intermediate nucleon sta
and use the in-medium propagators of the intermediate
sons (p,K,h) and baryons (N,L,S). The energy depen
dence of each self-energy is treated in a self-consistent m
ner. In this approach, the main component of theN* is the
KS state@25#, and the intermediateS is free from the Pauli
blocking effect in the nuclear medium. Therefore, the m
dium modification of theN* properties caused by the Pau
blocking effect on the intermediate nucleon is not large a
as a result of this fact, we think that they do not find sign
cant changes of the mass and width of theN* in the medium.

In the present paper, we directly take theh self-energy
shown in Fig. 6~c! of Ref. @8~b!# calculated by the Valencia
group as the results of the chiral unitary approach, and us
to obtain theh-nucleus optical potential.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we show the numerical results on t
h-nucleus optical potential and the formation cross secti
of h-nucleus systems using the different models
h-nucleus interaction described in Sec. II.

A. h-nucleus interaction

The calculatedh self-energy in the nuclear medium de
pends on theh energy and the nuclear density in general. W
5-3
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first show the calculatedh self-energies in different model
at finite nuclear density. In Fig. 1, we show theh self-energy
at certain nuclear densities as a function of the energy car
by h. We compare the self-energies obtained by the ch
doublet model~the mirror assignment! with those obtained
by the chiral unitary approach. We show the results forC
50.0 case in Fig. 1~a! andC50.2 case in Fig. 1~b! for the
chiral doublet model. The results with the chiral unitary a
proach are directly taken from Fig. 6~c! of Ref. @8~b!# and are
the same in both Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. In the case ofC50.0 in
the chiral doublet model, since there is no in-medium cha
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(a) C=0.0 Real Part Imaginary Part
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ω ω

ω
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η(
,ρ

)[
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e
V

2
]

ω ρ0

0.7ρ0
0.5ρ0
0.3ρ0

FIG. 1. Theh self-energies are plotted as a function of theh
energy for four nuclear density cases as indicated in the figure~a!
The self-energies obtained by the chiral doublet model with
mirror assignment forC50.0 ~thick lines! and those by the chira
unitary approach~thin lines!. ~b! Same as~a! except forC50.2 for
the chiral doublet model~thick lines!. The results with the chira
unitary approach are taken from Fig. 6~c! of Ref. @8~b!# and are the
same for both~a! and ~b!.
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of the sigma condensate^s&, the properties ofN andN* do
not change in the medium. Therefore this case correspond
the so-called ‘‘tr ’’ approximation. We find that the self-
energies of the chiral doublet model withC50.0 resemble
those of the chiral unitary approach. On the other hand,
results with C50.2 show significant differences from th
results of the chiral unitary approach, as can be seen in
1~b!. Both real and imaginary parts of the self-energies
these two models show much different energy depende
for all nuclear densities considered here.

To see the consequences of these differences in the
energy, we show in Fig. 2 theh-nucleus optical potentialU
defined as

U~r !5V~r !1 iW~r !5
1

2mh
Ph„mh ,r~r !…, ~14!

where theh energy is fixed to bemh . The nuclear density is
assumed to be of an empirical Woods-Saxon form here a

r~r !5
r0

11expS r 2R

a D , ~15!

whereR51.18A1/320.48 fm anda50.5 fm with the nuclear
mass numberA. We fix theh energy to its massmh here to
see ther dependence of the optical potential. In all oth
numerical results shown in this paper, we use the appropr
energy dependenth-nucleus self-energies.

The optical potential is plotted in Fig. 2 forh-11B system.
We find that the potential withC50.0 resembles that of the
chiral unitary approach as expected from the behavior of
self-energies, and that it is essentially an attractive poten
However, the potential withC50.2 has a repulsive core in
side the nucleus as reported in Ref.@6# and is much different
from the potential of the chiral unitary approach.

B. h-mesic nucleus formation by the„d,3He… reaction

In this section, we evaluate the formation rate of t
h-nucleus system by the (d,3He) reaction and show the ca
culated results for various nuclear target cases. In

e

rt
wn in the
hich
FIG. 2. Theh-optical potentials for theh-11B system as a function of the radius coordinater. The left and right figures show the real pa
and the imaginary part, respectively. In both figures, the potentials of the chiral doublet model with the mirror assignment are sho
solid lines forC50.2 ~thick line! andC50.0 ~thin line!. The potential obtained using the chiral unitary model is shown by dotted line, w
is obtained from the results shown in Ref.@8#.
5-4
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(d,3He) reaction spectroscopies, we only observe the e
ted 3He in the final state and obtain the double different
cross sectionds/dV/dE as a function of the3He energy.
The energy ofh ^ nucleus system is evaluated from the3He
kinetic energy and the properties of theh-nucleus interaction
can be investigated from theds/dV/dE data. We use the
Green function method to calculate the formation cross s
tions of quasistableh-nucleus system@26#. All the details of
the application of the Green function method to theh system
formation are found in Refs.@6,14#. In this paper, we con-
sider Td53.5 GeV as the initial deuteron kinetic energ
which satisfies the recoilless condition for theh production.

We show the12C (d,3He)11B^ h reaction cross section
for the formation of theh-11B system in the final state in Fig
3. The spectra obtained are shown as functions of the exc
energy defined as

Eex5mh2Bh1@Sp~ j p!2Sp~ground!#, ~16!

where Bh is the h binding energy andSp( j p) the proton
separation energy from the proton single-particle levelj p .
Sp(ground) indicates the separation energy from the pro
level corresponding to the ground state of the daugh
nucleus. The nuclear density distributions are assumed t
the empirical Woods-Saxon form defined in Eq.~15!.

Here, we briefly explain the general features of t
(d,3He) spectra for theh production using Fig. 3. As show
in the figure, the spectrum is dominated by two contributio
which are (0s1/2)p

21
^ sh and (0p3/2)p

21
^ ph configurations

since the final states with the total spinJ;0 are largely
enhanced in the recoilless kinematics. Theh production
threshold with the (0p3/2)p

21 proton-hole state is indicated b
the vertical dotted line atEex2E050. The threshold with
the (0s1/2)p

21 hole state, which is the excited state of t

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

-40 -20 0 20 40 60

Mirror

Naive

12C(d,3He)11B η
[n

b/
(s

r 
M

eV
)]

d2 σ
dE

 d
Ω

Eex - E0 [MeV]

(0p3/2)-1 pηp

(0s1/2)-1 sηp

Chiral doublet model

C=0.2

FIG. 3. The calculated spectra of12C(d,3He) reaction atTd

53.5 GeV for the formation of theh-11B system are shown a
functions of the excited energyEex defined in the text.E0 is theh
production threshold energy. Thick lines show the results with
mirror assignment and thin lines with the naive assignment.
dominant contributions from the (0s1/2)p

21
^ sh and the (0p3/2)p

21

^ ph configurations are shown by dashed lines and dash-do
lines, respectively. Here, the proton-hole states are indicate
(n, j )p

21 and theh states as,h .
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daughter nucleus, is atEex2E0518 MeV because of the dif-
ference ofSp( j p) in Eq. ~16!. Thus, the contributions from
the boundh states appear in theEex2E0,0 region with the
(0p3/2)p

21 state and in theEex2E0,18 MeV region with the
(0s1/2)p

21 state.
In the present case of Fig. 3, there are no bound states

the strength in the bound region is due to the absorp
interaction ofh-nucleus system. The existence of the ima
nary part in the potential, which accounts forh absorption in
the nucleus, deforms the shape of the spectrum and prov
certain strength in the subthreshold region. Hence, this s
threshold strength has no relation to the existence of
bound states. If we had the bound states with sufficien
narrow width, we would see the peak structure in theh
bound region, which is not seen in Fig. 3.

In the higher excitation energy region, the calculat
spectra show the contribution from the quasifree~positive
energy! h production with a proton-hole state. Since the r
coilless condition is satisfied only aroundEex2E0;0, the
cross section is smaller for the higher excitation energy
to the larger momentum transfer, even if the emitted qua
free h has the larger phase space.

Hence, the peak structure shown in Fig. 3 is the con
quence of the reaction cross section around theh production
threshold and does not have the direct connection to the
istence of the bound states. However, the whole shape o
spectrum reflects the properties of theh-nucleus interaction
and provides important information even if there are no q
sistable bound peaks in the spectrum.

Going back to the discussion of our results, in Fig. 3,
show the calculated results by the chiral doublet model w
both mirror and naive assignments. As expected in Sec. I
both assignments predict similar (d,3He) spectra and show
the repulsive nature of theh-nucleus interaction. Hereafte
we only show the results with the mirror assignment sin
both assignments provide similar spectra.

In Fig. 4, we show the12C(d,3He)11B^ h spectra for
three differenth-nucleus optical potentials. In Fig. 4~a!, the
spectra with the so-calledtr optical potential, which are cal
culated by puttingC50.0 in the chiral doublet model, ar
shown. We show the spectra obtained by the chiral dou
model with C50.2 in Fig. 4~b!. We can see in the figure
that the repulsive nature of the potential shifts the (d,3He)
spectrum to the higher energy region compared to thetr
case. In Fig. 4~c!, we show the results by the chiral unitar
model. As expected by the potential shape, the spectra
the chiral unitary approach are shifted significantly to t
lower energy region as in thetr potential case as a result o
the attractive potential. We should mention here that we
see the contributions from the boundh states in Figs. 4~a!
and 4~c! as bumps in dashed lines aroundEex2E0
510–15 MeV. We have found that there exist certain d
crepancies between the spectra obtained with different ch
models, which are expected to be distinguished by the
perimental data.

Next we consider the case of an unstable nuclear tar
As shown in Fig. 2, since the chiral doublet model combin
the possible existence of the attractiveh-nucleus interaction

e
e

ed
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FIG. 4. The calculated spectra of12C(d,3He)11B^ h reaction atTd53.5 GeV are shown as functions of the excited energyEex defined
in the text.E0 is the h production threshold energy. Theh-nucleus interaction is calculated by~a! the tr approximation,~b! the chiral
doublet model withC50.2, and~c! the chiral unitary approach. The total spectra are shown by the thick solid lines, and the dom
contributions from the (0s1/2)p

21
^ sh and the (0p3/2)p

21
^ ph configurations are shown by dashed lines and dash-dotted lines, respec

Here, the proton-hole states are indicated as (n, j )p
21 and theh states as,h .
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at lower nuclear densities with the repulsive interaction
higher densities, it will be interesting to study theh mesic
state in the unstable nuclei with halo structure@27#. Here, we
consider11Li as an example of the halo nuclei and evalua
the cross section of the12Be(d,3He) reaction for the forma-
tion of theh-11Li system in the final state.

The density distribution of11Li is determined from the
experimental interaction cross sections@28# by using the
cluster-orbital shell model approximation~COSMA! @29,30#.
In this approximation, the nucleon density in11Li is ex-
pressed as the sum of the density in the9Li core and those of
the two valence neutrons. For the9Li core, we use the
Gaussian functional form for the proton and neutron den
ties, which reproduce the experimental rms radii asRrms

p

5Rrms
n 5Rmat

exp(9Li) 52.32 fm @28#. For the halo density, we
consider two possibilities for the orbital angular momentu
of the halo neutrons and apply the following two kinds
functional forms@29#:

r1s~r !5
1

p2/3a1s
3

exp@2~r /a1s!
2#, ~17!

r1d~r !5
4r 4

15p2/3a1d
7

exp@2~r /a1d!2#, ~18!

where the range parametera is determined to bea1s
54.88 fm anda1d53.2 fm @29# so as to reproduce the ex
perimental radius of11Li as Rmat

exp(11Li) 53.2 fm @28#.
For the density distribution of the target nucleus12Be, we

sum up the square of the harmonic oscillator wave functi
for all occupied states to obtain the point nucleon dens
The oscillator parameter is determined by the experime
rms radius of 12Be, Rrms(

12Be)52.59 fm @31#. To get the
charge~matter! distribution of the 12Be, we fold the point
nucleon density with the Gaussian nucleon density with
size of (Rrms

N )250.69 fm2.
In Fig. 5, we show the calculated spectra for the format

of theh ^
11Li system by the12Be(d,3He) reaction. Here, we

assume that the halo neutrons are in the 1s state and use Eq
~17! for the halo neutron density of the COSMA. We com
pare the results of the chiral doublet model with those of
chiral unitary model. In this case, we can see the repuls
nature of the chiral doublet prediction and the differences
03520
t

i-

s
y.
al

e

n

e
e
f

the results of these models again. Both results have qua
tively the same features as the results shown in Fig. 4 for
12C target cases. However, the contributions from
(0s1/2)p

21
^ sh configurations are relatively enhanced in t

12Be target case because of the difference of the sin
particle proton configuration in the target. In the total spe
trum, we can clearly see the cusp due to the (0s1/2)p

21
^ sh

configurations, which could be interesting and useful to id
tify the h contributions in experiments.

To see the low-density halo contributions clearly, w
show the results with halo neutrons in 1s state@Eq. ~17!#, in
1d state@Eq. ~18!#, and without halo neutron cases in Fig.
for the chiral doublet model and the chiral unitary model.
both models, we cannot see significant differences in
spectra due to the difference of the halo neutron states 1s or
1d in dominant contributions as shown in the figure. T

0
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0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

-40 -20 0 20 40 60

Chiral Doublet Model

(Mirror C=0.2)

Chiral Unitary Model

(0p3/2)-1 pηp

(0s1/2)-1 sηp

Eex - E0 [MeV]

12Be(d,3He)11Li(1s) η

FIG. 5. The calculated spectra of12Be(d,3He)11Li ^ h reaction
at Td53.5 GeV are shown as functions of the excited energyEex

defined in the text.E0 is the h production threshold energy. Th
h-nucleus interaction is calculated by the chiral doublet model w
the mirror assignment with parameterC50.2 ~thick lines! and the
chiral unitary model~thin lines!. The total spectra are shown by th
solid lines, and the contributions from the (0s1/2)p

21
^ sh and the

(0p3/2)p
21

^ ph configurations are shown by dashed lines a
dashed-dotted lines, respectively. Here, the proton-hole states
indicated as (n, j )p

21 and theh states as,h . Ther1s form is used
as the halo neutron density in the unstable11Li distribution ~see
text!.
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FIG. 6. The calculated spectra of12Be(d,3He)11Li ^ h reaction atTd53.5 GeV are shown as functions of the excited energyEex defined
in the text.E0 is theh production threshold energy. Theh-nucleus interaction is calculated by~a! the chiral doublet model with the mirro
assignment with the parameterC50.2 and~b! the chiral unitary model. In each figure, the contributions from the (0s1/2)p

21
^ sh and the

(0p3/2)p
21

^ ph configurations are shown. Here, the proton-hole states are indicated as (n, j )p
21 and theh states as,h . The dashed lines

indicate the results with ther1s and the crosses with ther1d halo neutron density distributions. The dots indicate the results from the9Li core
calculated without halo neutron density.
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spectra calculated without halo neutrons, which are thou
to be equivalent to the contribution from the core9Li, have
slightly larger cross sections in all the cases considered h
We think this enhancement is due to the lack of distort
effects in the final states from the halo neutrons.

From the results shown in Figs. 5 and 6, we think that i
difficult to observe the characteristic spectra due to the e
tence of the wide low-density region with the realistic ha
neutron density distribution of11Li. In order to see the low-
density-attractive nature of the optical potential predicted
the chiral doublet model, we need to consider the nuclei w
more ‘‘effective’’ halo than 11Li, which has larger spatia
dimension and includes more neutrons, and may exist in
heavier mass region@32#.

In all results shown above, we consider the target nu
that include protons both ins1/2 and p3/2 states. In the
(d,3He) reactions with the recoilless condition, the substi
tional configurations are known to be largely populate
Hence, to consider the target nucleus which includes o
s1/2 protons is interesting because the spectrum will be do
nated by the only contribution (0s1/2)p

21
^ sh . We can expect

to deduce the information of theh-nucleus interaction very
easily without decomposing the spectrum into subcom
nents. For this purpose, we consider4He as a target nucleu
and calculate the (d,3He) spectrum for the formation of th
h-3H system in the final state. Of course, we are aware of
lack of the few-body treatment in our formalism and w
should improve it for a more quantitative calculation. Ho
ever, we think it is still extremely interesting to evaluate t
spectrum for the4He target case to see the advantages
observe the spectra with the single dominant subcompon

We show the calculated results of the4He(d,3He)3H
^ h reaction in Fig. 7. As we expected, the results are co
pletely dominated by the single component and will be ea
related to the behavior of theh-nucleus interaction andN*
properties in the medium. We can see the clear difference
the three cases here.

Finally, we show the results with the heavy target40Ca
case in Fig. 8. In the heavier targets, we have larger po
bilities to have bound states and larger medium effects. H
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ever, it seems to be very difficult to deduce the clear inf
mation from the spectra since many configurations (n, j )p

21

^ ,h contribute to the spectra and they cannot be dis
guished because of the large width. We calculate
40Ca(d,3He)39K^ h spectrum with the chiral doublet mode
and see the experimental feasibilities to use the heavy ta
We find that the whole spectrum is shifted according to
change of theC parameter in the model and we may be ab
to deduce the average strength of the potential from the
sition of the whole spectrum. However, as we expected
seems extremely difficult and almost impossible to dist
guish each contribution from the full spectrum.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied the properties ofh-nucleus interaction
and their experimental implications. We obtain theh-nucleus
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1.4
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Chiral Unitary

Chiral doublet (M:C=0.2)
Chiral doublet

(M:C=0.0)

4He(d,3He)3H η

[n
b/

(s
r 

M
eV

)]
dE

 d
Ω

Eex - E0 [MeV]

FIG. 7. The calculated spectra of4He(d,3He)3H^ h reaction at
Td53.5 GeV are shown as functions of the excited energyEex de-
fined in the text.E0 is the h production threshold energy. Th
h-nucleus interaction is calculated by the chiral doublet model w
the mirror assignment with parameterC50.2 ~thick lines! and C
50.0 ~medium lines! and the chiral unitary model~thin lines!. In
each figure, the contribution from the (0s1/2)p

21
^ sh configuration is

shown as the dashed line. Here, the proton-hole states are indi
as (n, j )p

21 and theh states as,h .
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(b) C=0.2
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FIG. 8. The calculated spectra of40Ca(d,3He)39K^ h reaction atTd53.5 GeV are shown as functions of the excited energyE ex defined
in the text.E0 is the h production threshold energy. Theh-nucleus interaction is calculated by the chiral doublet model with the mi
assignment with parameter~a! C50.0 and~b! C50.2. In each figure, the full spectrum is shown by the thick solid line and domin
subcomponents are also shown as indicated in the figure.
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optical potential by postulating theN* (1535) dominance in
the h-N system. TheN* (1535) properties in the nuclea
medium are taken into account by two kinds of the chi
effective models: the chiral doublet model and the chiral u
tary model.

We find that the two kinds of chiral models lead to t
different properties ofh-nucleus interaction as a result of th
qualitatively different properties ofN* in the nuclear me-
dium. Hence, the studies of theh-nucleus interaction can b
connected to the properties ofN* in the medium and the
information of the in-medium baryon chiral symmetries. E
pecially, we should stress here that the chiral doublet mo
leads to a unique shape of theh-nucleus optical potentia
which changes its nature from attractive to repulsive
higher nuclear densities. It could be extremely interesting
confirm the existence~or nonexistence! of this curious shape
of the potential experimentally.

To investigate the experimental feasibility, we have cal
y

s

y
.
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lated the (d,3He) spectra for the formation of theh-nucleus
systems in the final states. This (d,3He) spectroscopy is an
established experimental method in the studies of the pio
bound systems. We have studied theoretically the (d,3He)
spectra in a comprehensive manner and concluded tha
can deduce the new information ofh-nucleus interaction
from the (d,3He) experiment, and by knowing the nature
the h-nucleus optical potential, we will be able to study th
in-medium properties of theN* . We believe that this re-
search helps much the experimental activities for the stu
of the h-nucleus systems and the understanding of
baryon chiral symmetries and its medium modifications.
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